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BIRTH OF A MONSTER Â  The Colossal Titan has breached humanityâ€™s first line of defense,

Wall Maria. Mikasa, the 104th Training Corpsâ€™ ace and Erenâ€™s best friend, may be the only

one capable of defeating them, but beneath her calm exterior lurks a dark past. When all looks lost,

a new Titan appears and begins to slaughter its fellow Titans. Could this new monster be a blessing

in disguise, or is the truth something much more sinister?This volume of Attack on Titan includes

special extras after the story!
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This series just gets more and more intense. Every possible feeling that you can get in a story is

shown in every page from suspense to "whoa didn't see that coming." There is action, mystery,

drama, comedy (very subtle), adventure of the outside world (which I hope Isayama will show in the

future chapters) and I believe romance is starting to show up a little bit; just a little :). Anyways, buy

it you won't regret, its inexpensive and something any true AoT fan should have.

I never liked manga or any anime. I've never seen or read one in my entire life.Attack on Titan blew

my mind, however. Hands down the best entertainment I've ever seen in the last three years (I'm

comparing this to all the other TV series, novels, movies I've seen). A solid 5/5. I wholeheartedly

recommend this title to anyone.



I first started watching the anime on the Crunchyroll website and it drew me in as soon as I started

watching. The manga is just as good. The art style is similar to that of Uzumaki and is a very

beautiful pair with the story of this series. The writer is a genius, finding a way to create major

cliffhangers between volumes and transition between story arcs very smoothly. There are some

things I'm dying to find out about this series, but I'll settle with what I know for now. No complaints

about this piece whatsoever. It is very beautiful and smart. And for the price it is running at, totally

worth it. Remember to pay for the book instead of reading it somewhere else for free, the geniuses

behind this story deserve what they can get. Ten outta ten.

I'm a die hard Shingeki fan and the 2 day shipping stays true to its word! There's no mail on Sunday

but my delivery came anyways, now that's service! Snk has a lot of talking but this volume

especially has a lot of action so it's worth the price.

Every now and then, each year, a certain manga suddenly appears in the spotlight and becomes

popular. Not just that, but so popular everyone seems to know and talk about it. The question then,

for everyone, is whether said manga is actually worth reading and lives up to the hype it has caused

 something which is quite uncommon considering how this typically works for series. The

popularity of Attack on Titan (Shingeki no Kyojin) is undisputable, but worth the read? I certainly

think so, as I will explain below.Written by Hajime Isayama, Attack on Titan is one of those series

which against all odds, presents an original concept and makes it work. Its story is simple: a threat

has befell humanity as Ã¢Â€Â˜TitansÃ¢Â€Â™ appeared out of nowhere and drove humans to near

extinction after they began devouring one person after another. In order to avoid total annihilation

and rebuild society, humans have been forced to live in a small section of the world where three

walls defend them from the Titans devouring them.The manga focuses around this premise, along

with how the humans fight against the menace that the Titans suppose. The story of Attack on Titan

develops beautifully. Not only it is an original concept, which hasnÃ¢Â€Â™t been seen a lot in this

media, but it also plays and develops it well. Despite the concept behind the story having been

played down in the past by other similar apocalyptic series, this doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t apply to it. It not

only focuses on the sheer horror that the human-devouring Titans present, but also on the very real

human society which still exists and attempts to rebuild itself. Attack on Titan succeeds in not

leaving any of these elements behind, and paints a clear picture of its world as a whole via its story.

It leaves no elements behind, and doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t let its complexity bring it down. The story of this

series is amongst the greatest that I have seen, and a real pleasure to follow.One of the elements



which I like the most of Attack on Titan, however, is its art. Not only is it beautiful, but it manages to

convey exactly the sheer horror the Titans present. Though it appears strange at times, this only

makes it all the better, as it represents fantastically all which the story represents. Not only the

emotions of the characters; but also glory, courage, sadness, happiness, and finally horror precisely

when it is required to do so. It completely memorable, and probably amongst the best that I have

had the pleasure to read in the last years. It mixes with all of the elements of the story perfectly, and

instead carries them forward.The character cast is wide, well-developed, and complex. They all

have motivations and are truly products of their world. They are incredibly human, not only the main

protagonists (Eren, Mikasa, and Armin), but also the other secondary ones. None seem to fall into

the typical stereotypes one might imagine, something welcome. But best of all, is how the author

treats the characters as the plot develops. There are no qualms about what happens to them, or

how events affect them. Whether characters live or die, they do so in a way which is not only

completely natural to the story in the manga, but also in a way in which a reader is immediately

marked by. There is no ignoring any certain character, or little events. Everything is relevant, and

the author certainly succeeds in conveying this.These elements make Attack on Titan an incredibly

enjoyable read. Not only is the story original, but the way it is drawn just makes it even greater.

Hajime Isayama presents everything in the most realistic and human way, whether horrifying or

courageous, and it is something which made reading Attack on Titan a truly enjoyable experience

from the very start. There was no point at which I was bored, and instead I could only continue

reading it.Attack on Titan certainly lives up to the hype behind it  a rare occurrence

considering how this usually is not the case  and does not disappoint. The way in which all its

elements converge make it a truly enjoyable experience, which I recommend for anyone who is

interested in manga or good fiction at all. It works perfectly, and I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see how

Hajime Isayama will continue to deveop it in the future. Attack on Titan is in every way,

awesometacular, and fully deserves a rating of 5/5 and a complete recommendation. To not read it

would be to miss a truly great work of fiction.

Going into it, I liked the first volume but it all depended on volume two if I was to keep reading it.

Needless to say, It blew volume one out of the water and in the best way possible. Once again

ending in a way that made me want to immediately buy volume three. *sigh* I have to save up my

money.

I watched the first few episodes on nextflix but itÃ¢Â€Â™s not in English so I opted to go with the



manga to check it out because the complete series exists instead of just season one. This is my first

manga so I donÃ¢Â€Â™t really have any prior experience to base it off when it comes to the art or

story. I like the art itÃ¢Â€Â™s not over complex when it comes to telling the story it seems to work

for the gritty horror story. So far the story while is well developed itÃ¢Â€Â™s easy to get lost turning

the pages.The second installment leaves off right after the three main characters had their first

encounter with a Titan as trainees. They have been split up among the ranks with Mikasa forced to

leave ErenÃ¢Â€Â™s side as they defend the city from Titans. Armin does get to stick with Eren but

because he was scared tragedy strikes as the Titans threaten his life. Will they figure out what is

causing the titans? Can they be stopped? What happened to Eren?I actually enjoyed the second

installment it gave us a little more insight into what is happening with the looming titans. I still

donÃ¢Â€Â™t know why they are wreaking havoc or why they are killing the humans but IÃ¢Â€Â™m

hoping to figure it out as the story progresses. I found this book to be a quick read in just a hour I

had finished it and was looking for the next installment to see what would happen to the trio. I

typically tend to avoid Horror but this while super creepy is really good for a manga. I think

itÃ¢Â€Â™s going to be hard to put the rest of them down because I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see what

happens. Highly recommend even if youÃ¢Â€Â™ve never read a Manga before itÃ¢Â€Â™s like a

giant zombie dystopian comic book.
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